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From the President's Desk

This then is the closing of an era, only to start a bigger and, with
everybody ' s help, better Society . Close to five years ago Herb DuRussel
started the S .A.S .S ., later assisted by a slate of officers . Over the
years the S .A.S .S . grew out from a few local people to the Society we
have now, about 185 members strong . This growth was only possible with
the help of so many members who showed interest, won new members and

placed articles in the Helvetia Herald . From this place I thank you all
for your participation . Also, I thank the people "on the top" for doing
such an outstanding job, without which a president and vice president
never could have accomplished anything . I mention especially our Secret-
ary-Editor, Bob Clarke for the way he kept his promise to get at least
10 Helvetia Heralds out in one year, with the interesting content.
Furthermore, Charles LaBlonde needs a plug for the work he did as Treasurer.
And last but certainly not least Felix Ganz, who had the tremendous task
in keeping the circuit rolling . I am sure that I speak in name of all

members by saying a special "thank you" to these three men.

This is all past with this last number of the Helvetia Herald . Now

we look to the future : a new Society comprised of the S .A .S .S . and the

Helvetia . Again, a lot of people proved their interest by issuing sug-
gestions in answer to information, written in the two Societies ' monthly
bulletins . At the time of this writing, I do not know yet who the new
officers will be, but with your help, the new slate will have no trouble
in making the new Society a great success for all those in the United
States, and for that matter worldwide, who have an interest in the Swiss
Philately.

I wish you all happy holidays and a very good 1975 . See you all in
the new Society .
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SASS - Helvetia Election Results

The officers of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society for 1975 are:

President :

	

Jan Donker

Vice Presidents : Doug Casper
Karl Sharp
Harlan Stone

Secretary :

	

Chuck LaBlonde
Treasurer :

	

George Wettach

Our President, Jan Donker has also made the following appointments:

Editor :

	

Bob Clarke
Sales Circuits :

	

Felix Ganz
Auctions :

	

Henry Gitner
Librarian :

	

Bob Scheuermann

New Masthead Art Work Needed

The Editor puts out a call for "HELP" with some new art work for the masthead of

the AHPS monthly bulletin "TELL" . Any sketches and ideas by all you secret artists

out there in AHPS land will certainly be welcomed . Please send your cards and

letters with ideas to Robert T . Clarke, 1338 Naples Dr ., Dallas, Texas 75232 . Thanks .
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News from the Chapters

NEWS FROMTHE NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER

At the November meeting Mr . Fred Lesser held a very interesting talk about methods

of printing stamps and misprints on Swiss stamps . Many pictures and stamps were

shown for clarification . Thank you, Fred . Two chapter members showed material in

the WALPEX 1974 annual stamp exhibition of the Waltham Stamp Club . Dave Beaber went

home with a silver and Jan Donker got a bronze . The next New England Chapter

meeting will be on December 18, 1974 at 7 :30 p .m . Those who want to attend please

contact Jan Donker in Burlington, Mass ., telephone 272-4623.

AHPS CHAPTER FORMING IN NORTHERN NEW JERSEY

Since late 1966 the New Jersey area members of Helvetia have held monthly meetings
at the Fair Lawn Arts Center, 12-56 River Road, Fair Lawn, New Jersey, without

interruption . In order to continue their activities, they have applied to AHPS for
status as the Northern New Jersey Chapter No . 1 . Any members of AHPS in the area
who are interested in participating in the Chapter should contact Harlan Stone,
48 Division Ave ., Summit, New Jersey 07901.
William B . Martin of Clementon, N .J ., will speak on Swiss 20th century plate flaws
and varieties up to 1960 at the monthly meeting in Fair Lawn on Dec . 17 at 8 p .m.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER OF AHPS

An effort has recently been made to begin a chapter of AHPS in southern California.
Since there are an estimated 20 members in the area, it is quite possible that we
will soon hold our first meeting . The merger of SASS and Helvetia along with new
memberships adds even more to our number.

Letters containing all of the information on the new Chapter have been mailed to
local AHPS members . If you did not receive a letter and you are a collector in
southern California, please let me know . Those who have received the letter may
let me know and more plans will be made . I'm looking forward to the success of

our new Chapter . Doug Casper, 6515 Romaine St ., Hollywood, Calif . 90038

A SASS - AHPS Welcome to the following 	 new members :
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Swiss Sales Circuits,	 1974 - 1975 Season:	 Report No. 2

Coordinator : Felix Ganz, Apt. 3303, 1130 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago (IL) 60605.

The circuits, after only six weeks of operations, are doing well . Most
are moving nicely, and over $750 had been sold by November 25 . The first
books are reported 100% empty (an envelope with World War I soldier stamps
on cover), and the first reports of "prices are too high" have come in.
Well, dear friends, I warned you at the outset ; and those of you who are
now armed with the new Zumstein catalogues will now see that values are up
and up and up. -- If sales continue at the current rate, by the way, we
will surpass last year ' s total by the end of March:

Over one hundred members are now requesting materials -- and that is
not only a job, but quite a responsibility as well because at the moment
over $5600 in net sales value is circulating in twenty-one different cir-
cuits, each to usually from eleven to fifteen members . Only one circuit
each of early stamps, covers and FDC, or military items, and only one half
circuit of postal stationery could be assembled, however, and unless more
materials from these categories is entered, those of you desiring items of
these types will not see much materials -- if anything.

It is now also possible, by the way, to send some packets to Canada
and Mexico -- so members in these countries may now apply (or reapply) as
well.

If any members have received three circuits and have "struck out" (i.
e . : zero takes) on all of them, then either that member ' s specialization
is too great, he is too advanced (and has everything), or has not been ac-
curate enough in describing his wants . We try -- but miracle men we are
not . One final request : please keep the circuits moving, by SPEC .HANDLING.

Special Handling Really Does Work ! ! !

	

Sales Circuit participants please
use Special Handling when sending

the circuits on to the next person, it does speed things up considerably . One parcel
that left Dallas on Nov . 27 was received in Baltimore on Dec . 2 ! That's only four
days in transit including Thanksgiving, Sat . & Sun . Another parcel without Special
Handling took 11 days to go North to South in California . The $0 .25 is well spent .
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New Prices on Swiss National Fête Day (Bundesfeier) Cards

Member Karl Sharp writes, probably suppressing a wishful sigh:

. . .I am attempting to put together a mint as well as a used copy of

each of the Bundesfeier cards . Methinks, however, that I should have

done this years ago	

Dear Karl, and dear other fellow collectors, yes indeed ; if there

ever were "famous last words " , these are it. The Zumstein Specialized

(1975) and the Tanner Catalogue (formerly called First Day Catalogue,

but now sailing under the name of "Special Catalogue"), also1975, just

arrived	 and a comparison of their suggested NET sales prices with

those of the 1965 Postal Stationery Zumstein as well as with the pri-

ces Zumstein suggested about 2½ years ago cause disbelief, if not con-

sternation . Sure, it is nice to know that one suddenly owns items, not

too long ago acquired at a discount from the 1965 catalogue that now

suddenly are $100 (plus) items : but it is both sad and somehow unbe-

lievable that the same items which were almost sneered at ten years

ago now suddenly are the objects of wild speculation . In auctions in

Switzerland some of the suggested catalogue prices are already

surpassed, and the only moral that can be gleaned from all of this might

be: collect the unusual, and wait.

Below are given a few random selections from Fête card prices,

translated into dollars at a 4:1 ratio for 1965, and 3 :1 for now:

From the rather different notations in Zumstein and Tanner one

may rightfully deduce that these cards have not yet reached "settled"

levels, and it will be most interesting indeed to see what Zumstein

will do when the long-awaited new edition of the Postal Stationery
Catalogue will finally arrive in May, 1975 .

	

Felix Ganz
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SWISS EXPRESS LABELS
by: Ivan Tillen

	

(continued from November)

Type 21 This is a routing label, size 105
x 74 mm . It is gummed on the back and is
affixed to the outside of a larger envelope into
which the Express item is put . It is then sent
by any train or station-master who accepts it
after hours or at week-ends and thus is trans-
ported by non-postal train personnel in the

absence of a T .P .O
All the directions appear in three languages.
In the blank space is written the routing in-
structions, that is to say by which train it is
to be transported by naming the station it is
to go to and the number of the train by which
it is to travel.

Over the years this label appears to have
changed both in its wording and in its Express
rectangular section.

The two Sub-types (B) and (C) have been

in use in March . 1957 . and August, 1964.
respectively . To save enumerating the differ-
ences I illustrate the actual printed labels and the
differences in design will then become apparent .
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As far as I can ascertain the periods of use
of these labels is as follows :

	

Type 21 (A)

	

1945(?) to 1957
(B)

	

1957 to 1964
(C)

	

1964 to 1968

Known dates of printin g are:

(A) 1945(?) andXI.50

(B)	111.57
(C) 	 VIII.64 and 1 .68

Type 22 Label
All S .B .B . and a lot of private railway stations
have to accept Express Letters after P .T .T.
hours tan exception would be a main railway
station where the nearby P.T.T . office has a
late counter).
The fee is the same, even though the normal
P .O . is closed.
these letters are then sent on by the next trait.
The conductor, however, is given a PINK EX-
PRESS COVER, sealed, with the letter inside.
and the routin g marked on the outside.
If this cover arrives at the destination station
before 9 p.m . the station personnel have to
deliver the letter . They can also telephone the
addressee to collect the letter . But the pink
cover stays behind and is thrown away.

The four different printings of Type 22
Accordin g to the examples of this Type T have
in its collection the different printin g s that
were made in the years 1955, 1966, 1968 and
1969 respectively.
Photographs of these four covers are shown in
this article to illustrate many of the differences
in the various printings.
Part illustrations also appear of the four rectan-
gular sections enclosing the Express wordings and
the PTT badges below with the wordings at the
side or above the latter to show the main differ-
ence in these departments.

These three lines of wordin g s differ in all four
printin g s and are as set out below :--

1955 .SCHWEIZERISCHE.POSTVERWALTUNG

POSTES SUISSES--POST SVIZZERE
tall letters in capitals) wordin g in two
lines.

1966 Schweizerische !'PTT Betriebe
Entreprise PTT suisses
Azienda PTTSvizzeri
(Only those letters in hold type are in

capitals) wordin g in three lines in-
stead of 1955's two,

1968

	

PTT – Betriebe
Entreprise des PTT ,
Azienda dello PTT

1969 Schweizerische PTT –Betriebe

Entreprise des I'( I suisses
Azienda svizzera delle PTT

In the bottom left-hand corner we either have
NO WORDING (Types 22A and 22B, OR Type

22C:—PTT 128 .38 IV.68 B5 (250 x 176 ) QU 63
and Type 221) :— PTT 128 .38 X .69 B5 (250 x
176) QU 63.
In the bottom right-hand corner for Types B, C
and I) no wordings (letters or figures and for
Type 22A only the following :— B5 (250 x 176) .
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In the CENTRE at the bottom of covers nothing
for Types C and D but :— Type A : — P 522 -

III.55 and for Type B :- PTT 128.38 IX .66 B5
(250 x 176) QU 60.

Some of the interesting differences in the blocks
illustrated are mentioned here : —

(1) In the words postal and postale of the 1955
Types the A's are a instead of a as in all
other types.

(2) The SIZE of the rectangle of the 1955 Type
is 70 x 34 mm . as compared with 53 x 36
mm . of all the other three later types.

(3) Flatter type of printing in 1966 Type
onwards (length of E 3 mm . compared with
2 mm. in 1955 Type'.

(4) Border of rectangle slightly narrower in 1955
printing.

In all cases the El/ and words Exprès and
Espresso are in heavier (thicker) type printing.
This does not seem to have changed over the
years.
A final interesting point of difference observed if
the illustrations of the covers are closely examined
is that we have DOUBLE LINES horizontally
and vertically splitting the pink covers into three
main sections ONLY in the early cover of 1955
which I assume is the first printing as I have not
seen an earlier printing date.

The PTT Badge appears UNDERNEATH the
3 line wordings only in the 1955 printing.
In all other printings the position of this badge
is to the left of the three lines of wording.

Type 23.
Apparently there has been in use in Switzer-
land for some considerable time a
RUBBER HAND-STAMP which has been used in con-
junction with a RED-INK PAD to produce
a stamp of Express identical to one of the pre-
viously described types of labels.
The size of this so called label is 39 x PTT 3 mm.
Three collectors like myself who possess
examples of this rubber hand stamp on covers,
are inclined as I at to the belief that this red
ink rubber hand stamp must be applied (either
at the frontier or in the receiving post Alice)
to all(?) incoming foreign Express mail.

The earliest use I have seen of this application is
March, 1964, as seen on my cover from the U .S .A.
to Switzerland . For illustration sec opposite.

I also possess three Italian covers to Switzer-
land which possess this Type 23 and I am in-
formed from Switzerland that aboutHALF
the Express letters coming from Italy to
Switzerland have this stamp especially if the,
do not have an Italian PII (or private) sticker
on them . Examples on cover are also known

from each of the following countries : -
Monaco . I Tunisia and Yugoslavia . All are
coming from the South . so perhaps this stamp
in all these instances is applied at the frontier
Chiasso . When the cover comes from abroad
(such as my example from the U .S .A .) I should
think probably it is applied at the receivin g
office at the airport as my cover came Air
Mail and the stamp is applied over the Gettys-
burg stamp. The purple hand stamp was of
course applied in America as the black Italian
ones are applied in Italy before reaching
Chiasso. This is all the information I have
on this interesting red ink rubber handstamp
designated by me as Type 23 since I do not
know the exact date of introduction of it.

Type 24

Size of label : — 4 g x 17 mm.
The only information I have on this type is that
it may be a Express label used on official letters.
It has the new wording : — " ohne gebuhr" and
"exempt du droit" which is appearing for the
first time on any Express label.

Apparently this Type 22 has been printed with
both rouletted and ordinary perforation between
labels . Mr . Walker has a perforated one and I
have a rouletted one.

The latter one is a much paler red . The tab at
the foot of the latter reads PTT 236 .33 (1217 c)

x 11 .61 (50,000 x 10).

Apparently this rouletted label has not been
printed since 1961 according to Mr . Rutherford's
latest information . He says perhaps the 1217 c
on the tab is the old number.

Type 25
Size of label : — 45 x 15 mm.
A self-adhesive label with rounded corners as
illustrated below .
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Type 26
This new type Express label shown to size below
would appear to he the latest OFFICIAL one in
use . Type 23, T have been informed by Mr.
Rutherford of Bassedorf, that this is a privately
printed label and not printed by PTT . Type 26
with this new wording of "ohne taxe" and
"exempt de la taxe" has only been seen to date
rouletted . The printing details from the Tab of
a complete strip so far seen is PTT 236 .33 1 .69

50,000 x 10 format 1 D9 (4N x 17, OU 80 50.
The January 1969 printing appears to be the
only issue so far of this current label.

ADDENDUM

I have now seen Type 1 with the wording
in reverse, i .e ., what was at the top is now at the
bottom : Type IA . I have also seen a cut-out of

the centre line on a postcard, of Type lA, this
new type—it is from the new type because part of
the wording of the lower line which is DURCH
EXPRESSEN and is in serifs and is visible at the
foot of the label thus : —

This is from Type I A which is : —

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The writer is indebted to many members of the
Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain for
help in providing additional information regarding
dates of usage, etc ., of these labels, especially the
following :— Dr . Felix Ganz of Chicago, Mr.
Walker of Edinburgh, Mr . S . Beak of Devon,
Mr . M. Rutherford of Basserdorf, Switzerland.
I am also indebted to the publishers of Die
Post-Vennerk-Etiketten Der Schweiz von 1882 his1943
namely the only Swiss publication of Labels in

Per Espresso

	

Durch Expressen
Par expres

	

instead of

	

Par expreso
Durch Expressen

	

Per Espresso

Catalogue form ever produced and published by
Ed . Rutterman, for help in arranging the order
of classification chronologically of the types up to
1943.

In the Zumstein BBZ of 1971 there was a most
interesting table of Swiss Postal Rates except for
printed matter and foreign rates . These I under-
stand will appear at a later time.
The table is reproduced on p . 392 and illustrated
in graphical form on p . 393 .
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Table of letter rates, etc.

Taxen für Briefe, Postkarten, Einschreiben und Express

Since publication of part I of my article in
P.H.I ., pp. 266-280, July 1973, I have obtained
further information about dates of printing (as
given on tabs) for Types 14 to 17, as follows:
Small Labels (10 per strip) :
Type 14 (Rouletted Perf .)

	

Jan . 1959
June 1963
Oct . 1964

March 1967
Sept . 1969

Feb . 1971
Type 16 (Ordinary perf .)

	

June 1947

June 1953
Large Labels (5 per strip) : —
Type 15 (Thin E) Dec. 1939

Nov. 1942
Feb . 1945

Type 17 (Thick E) Perforated

	

Oct . 1951
Type 17 (Thick E) Rouletted Sept . 1960

June 1963
Oct . 1964

Mar . 1967
Sept . 1969
Feb . 1971
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